
CBI EXPLAINER SERIES
• When will I have a claim for business interruption resulting from COVID-19 and the lockdown?

• Why is Santam only assessing CBI claims in its Hospitality and Leisure division, H&L?

• When will Santam confirm its approach to CBI claims assessment and settlement on non-H&L claims?

• Will Santam pay claims for Cancellation of Bookings (COB)?

• If I do have a valid claim for Contingent Business Interruption, what factors will influence the quantum of my claim?

• Considering the Ma-Afrika ruling, why is only a three-month indemnity period applied for H&L policies?

• How do I formulate a Contingent Business Interruption claim and lodge it with Santam?

• Will a claim still be considered if my client’s business has gone into liquidation?

• How must I prove COVID-19 exists or existed within the defined radius of my premises?

• How long will it take for my claim to be paid?

• Can I expect any interim payments while I wait for my claim to be paid?

• How is VAT affected by the conversion of the relief payment to an interim claim payment?

• How can I track the progress of my claim?

• What are the escalation processes if needed?

WHEN WILL I HAVE A CLAIM FOR BUSINESS 
INTERRUPTION RESULTING FROM COVID-19 AND THE 
LOCKDOWN?

For a client to have a valid claim, the following is required:

•  The client must have a policy of insurance that provides Contingent Business Interruption cover related to a notifiable 
infectious disease that is the same as the policy wordings addressed by the Western Cape High Court in the case between 
Santam and Ma-Afrika Hotels and The Stellenbosch Kitchen, and the judgment of the Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA) in the 
case between Café Chameleon and Guardrisk Limited.

•  The client must have suffered a business interruption loss as a result of the local outbreak and government response related to 
COVID-19 generally, including the lockdown.

•  COVID-19 must exist within the specified radius of the insured premises before 1 June 2020, the date Santam applied a 
COVID-19 disease endorsement on its commercial policies.

• The client must have notified Santam of a potential claim within the applicable time bar on the policy.
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WHY IS SANTAM ONLY ASSESSING CBI CLAIMS IN ITS 
HOSPITALITY AND LEISURE DIVISION, H&L?

The Supreme Court of Appeal ruling in the matter between Café Chameleon and Guardrisk provides precedent only where 
circumstances and policy wordings are the same in principle to those assessed in that matter. 

The H&L policy wording was the subject of the judgment in the Western Cape High Court in the case between Santam and Ma-
Afrika Hotels and The Stellenbosch Kitchen and the facts and wording are the same in principle to the facts and wording assessed 
in the Café Chameleon judgement. 

For this reason, the Café Chameleon ruling provides legal certainty that H&L claims should be assessed according to their policy 
conditions.
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WHEN WILL SANTAM CONFIRM ITS APPROACH TO  
CBI CLAIMS ASSESSMENT AND SETTLEMENT ON 
NON-H&L CLAIMS?

The precedent set in the Café Chameleon SCA judgment applies to all policies where the facts and wordings are the same in 
principle to the facts and wordings assessed in that case. 

It is noticeable that distinction was drawn between different wordings in the FCA test case proceedings in the matter of the 
Financial Conduct Authority v Arch Insurance (UK) Ltd and others (the “FCA judgment”), with mixed outcomes in favour of insurers 
and policyholders.

The FCA judgment specifically addressed five policy wordings that are comparable to Santam CBI wordings. In three instances, the 
Court found in favour of the policyholder, in two instances, in favour of the insurer.

The wordings in the RSA 3, Argenta 1 and QBE 1 policies that were found in favour of policyholders referred to “interruption or 
interference with the Business following / as a result of / arising from any occurrence of a Notifiable Disease within a radius of 25 
miles of the premises”

The wordings in the QBE 2 and QBE 3 policies that were found in favour of insurers referred to “loss resulting from interruption of 
or interference with the business in consequence of any of the following events ... c) any occurrence of a notifiable disease within a 
radius of 25 miles of the premises” 

While the FCA process is not binding in South Africa, a material reassessment of the FCA judgment on appeal may be of 
significance to and influence on further South African rulings. For this reason, consideration of the assessment and settlement 
of non-H&L CBI policies will follow after publication of the FCA Appeal judgment and consultation with relevant stakeholders, 
including reinsurers. 

The FCA Appeal judgment is expected imminently.
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WILL SANTAM PAY CLAIMS FOR CANCELLATION OF 
BOOKINGS (COB)?

Valid claims for Cancellation of Bookings (COB) require a deposit to have been received and returned, with such deposit not 
recoverable from other sources such as travel insurance. Per the policy wording, the cancellation must have been the result of 
compulsory quarantine. 

Previously, COB claims were only accepted if the person cancelling had COVID-19 or was required to self-isolate due to having been 
in direct contact with a person who had COVID-19. This interpretation of quarantine has been extended to include cancellations of 
bookings due to restrictions imposed by Level 5 and Level 4 of the government lockdown. 

Local and international travel restrictions in themselves do not meet the requirements of quarantine and will not trigger policy 
response.

In formulating a claim, it is important to have regard to the schedule regarding the limit of indemnity. The same loss may not 
be submitted twice under both the COB and CBI extensions of the policy if applicable and the deposit in respect of the cancelled 
booking must have been received and returned before 1 June 2020, the date of policy endorsement against the impact of COVID-19.
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IF I DO HAVE A VALID CLAIM FOR CONTINGENT 
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, WHAT FACTORS WILL 
INFLUENCE THE QUANTUM OF MY CLAIM?

The following factors will influence the quantum of a CBI claim:

•  The extent of business interruption by comparison to the normal trend of the business in comparative periods and as adjusted 
for savings realised determines the extent of the claim.

• The sum insured on the policy defines the limit of indemnity and may be subject to average if underinsurance is evident.

•  The indemnity period as stated in the policy limits the period for which business interruption can be claimed. In the event of an 
H&L policy, an indemnity period of three months will be applied. 

•  The date disease first enters the radius. The insured peril is COVID-19 and the lockdown, but policy response requires an 
instance of disease within the radius. Where an instance of disease exists within the radius at or before the date of lockdown, 
the indemnity period commences at the date of the lockdown. Where an instance of disease first enters the radius after the 
date of the lockdown, the indemnity period commences on the date the disease first enters the radius.

•  The extent of revenue generated from foreign travel. The principles of indemnification or the trends clause cannot adjust 
for any impact of the SA Government response to COVID-19 as such response is part of the insured peril. Other factors that 
would impact a client’s revenue, but for the insured peril specifically including the SA Government response, will be evaluated. 
The most material of such factors is travel restrictions imposed by foreign countries that prevented travel irrespective of the 
national lockdown in South Africa.
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CONSIDERING THE MA-AFRIKA RULING, WHY IS ONLY 
A THREE-MONTH INDEMNITY PERIOD APPLIED FOR 
H&L POLICIES?

The judgment of the Western Cape High Court on the indemnity period applies only to the Ma-Afrika policy. The Supreme Court of 
Appeal judgment in the Café Chameleon case did not and was not required to deal the with the indemnity period. 

In the Ma-Afrika ruling, the judge determined on the facts before the Court that the standard Business Interruption (BI) indemnity 
period applied to the extended Contingent Business Interruption (CBI) cover related to infectious disease. Santam will seek leave to 
appeal this ruling.

The H&L policy schedule includes a memorandum in bold that limits the indemnity period for extensions under the BI section to 
three months. The BI extensions and clauses are defined in the policy wording and specifically include the Infectious Diseases/
Pollution/Shark and Animal Attack Extension.

Whatever the outcome of the indemnity period appeal, the question of indemnity period will be considered on the individual facts 
and underwriting of each particular policy. Such facts will include an understanding of the common intention of the parties as to 
the cover in place. Common intention will be informed by reviews of any explanations and or training provided on the policy cover, 
historic actions of the insurer and the record of advice provided to the client.

Santam is confident the memorandum on the schedule applies to the infectious disease extension and that the common intention of 
the parties will support the three-month indemnity period. 

The assessment and settlement of H&L claims for a three-month indemnity period is offered on a full and final basis.
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HOW DO I FORMULATE A CONTINGENT BUSINESS 
INTERRUPTION CLAIM AND LODGE IT WITH SANTAM?

Santam has appointed a number of loss adjusters to assist with the assessment of business interruption claims. Clients will be 
requested to submit information and/or documentation relevant to the nature of their business and cover as required by their policy.

This information includes the following:

• The Annual Financial Statements and the detailed Income Statement in respect of the past three financial years.

• The year-to-date detailed Income Statement for the current financial year.

•  Monthly management accounts for the 2018 and 2019 financial years and for the current financial year to date. The monthly 
management accounts will be required for the current months, as they become available.

•  VAT 201 returns in respect of the financial year ended February 2020, as well as for the current financial year to date. The VAT 
returns will be required for the current months, as they become available.

• Copy of the current lease agreement. 

• Confirmation and substantiation in respect of:

 – The retention of staff; and if retained, remuneration agreements; enforced leave; unpaid leave, etc.

 – Application and receipt of any government assistance (TERS / UIF, etc.)

 – Any government financial assistance in respect of Tourism relief

 – Confirmation of any rental abatement / relief

 – Revenue generated from foreign travelers if applicable

•  Confirmation that the disease was in the radius at midnight on 26 March 2020, or if not, the date the disease first entered the 
radius 

• Details and substantiation of any steps taken to mitigate the Business Interruption loss.
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WILL A CLAIM STILL BE CONSIDERED IF MY CLIENT’S 
BUSINESS HAS GONE INTO LIQUIDATION?

Businesses that have incurred claimable losses and have gone into liquidation post March 2020 can still claim against their policies 
with Contingent Business Interruption extensions. 
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HOW MUST I PROVE COVID-19 EXISTS OR EXISTED 
WITHIN THE DEFINED RADIUS OF MY PREMISES?

Santam has engaged expert epidemiologists and requested information related to the spread of the disease from multiple sources, 
particularly the National Institute for Communicable Diseases (NICD). If and when such information is made available, it will be 
proactively used to recognise the existence of the disease within the stipulated area of the client’s premises and the date each 
such occurrence arose. If received, and unless clients dispute the information from the NICD or such relevant sources, no further 
evidence will be required from them. 

The onus to provide reasonable proof that the disease existed within the radius, and at what date, remains on the policyholder in the 
event the NICD or other relevant information is not made available to Santam. Any relevant and reliable information such as reports 
of confirmed incidences of disease and newspaper reports are welcomed in the interim.
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HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE FOR MY CLAIM TO BE PAID?

Due to the complex nature of business interruption claims, they require significant skill and capacity to process. To extend the 
capacity of our own claims teams, we have secured the services of a number of expert Business Interruption loss adjusters, many 
on a dedicated basis to Santam. 

Claims processing timelines will, however, be highly dependent on the time taken by clients to submit information to Santam Claims 
as well as the completeness and accuracy of information provided. All claims will be prioritised on a “first come, first served” basis.

 

Once all documentation is received Santam’s Claims department will:

  

• Verify merits (confirm cover and disease in radius)

• Calculate quantum, (analyse financials and calculate Gross Profit or Revenue based loss)

• Provide and negotiate settlement offer 

• Process payment

We have extended the administrative capacity of the claims team to speed up administrative processing and claims payments and 
commit to looking to finalise all claims as quickly as possible.
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CAN I EXPECT ANY INTERIM PAYMENTS WHILE I WAIT 
FOR MY CLAIM TO BE PAID?

Santam paid just over R1bn in relief payments to approximately 2500 clients in August of 2020. These relief payments will now be 
converted to indemnity payments and will be set off against valid claims as interim payments. 

Where the initial relief payment was higher than the final assessed quantum of the claim, the client may retain the balance of the 
relief payment. Relief payments will also not be recovered in instances where it is determined through the formal assessment 
process that the client does not have a valid claim. When relief payments are converted to indemnity payments, the payments will 
be aligned to VAT requirements. 

Further interim payments will only be considered for businesses with an extended indemnity period of 12 months or more. Santam 
is committed to settling all claims as quickly as possible.
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HOW IS VAT AFFECTED BY THE CONVERSION OF THE 
RELIEF PAYMENT TO AN INTERIM CLAIM PAYMENT?

By their nature, the relief payments were non vatable transactions, therefore the client was not required to account for output VAT 
on the relief payment received. To the extent that relief payments become an advance payment of a valid claim, they become vatable 
transactions. As such, VAT vendors will at this stage be required to account for output VAT on the amount of the valid claim received. 
Where the relief payments previously received are less than the valid claim, additional payments will be made to account for VAT 
and final claim payments will then be adjusted for these payments on a VAT inclusive basis (example 1). Where the relief payments 
previously received are more than the valid claim, VAT calculated on the valid claim will be paid over to the client. Santam will not 
recover any excess relief payment from the client, which by nature then becomes and ex-gratia payment.

Example 1

Valid assessed claim including VAT = R161k (R140k + 21k VAT)

Relief payment excluding VAT = R120k

• Relief payment is less than valid assessed claim

• Client subject to VAT on valid assessed claim

• Client required to account for R21k output VAT to SARS

• Santam pays 41k to client (20k in respect of the claim and 21k VAT)

Example 2

Valid assessed claim including VAT = R115k (R100k + 15K VAT)

Relief payment excluding VAT = R120k

• Relief payment exceeded valid assessed claim

• Client only subject to VAT on valid assessed claim

• Client required to account for R15k output VAT to SARS

• Santam pays R15k to client
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HOW CAN I TRACK THE PROGRESS OF MY CLAIM?

Our Claims Managers and admin teams in both C&P and H&L are committed to proactive communication on the progress on all 
claims and they will communicate with intermediaries on the following progress stages as a minimum:

• Confirmation of receipt of all required documentation

• Confirmation of claim validity

• Communication on any further validation / clarification requirements

• Settlement offer and subsequent negotiations

• Claims payment confirmation

Limited claims tracking status updates will be visible on the Broker Portal and this will apply to Santam Commercial policies only.
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WHAT ARE THE ESCALATION PROCESSES IF NEEDED?

If no agreement on settlement can be reached with the assigned claims manager, an escalation can be emailed to 

• covidclaims@santam.co.za or, 

• covidclaims@handl.co.za or,

• covid19nam@santam.com.na
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